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[Note to this document] 

This was written as a five-minute opening statement for a seminar on Japanese intellectual history. 

The main target audience was undergraduate students studying Japanese Studies in the United 

Kingdom. Since this was not intended for publication, the citation is incomplete. It has been 

uploaded for reference purposes only and may not be quoted or cited without written permission 

from the author. 

 

[Assignments] 

Film: The Wind Rises, Dir. Miyazaki Hayao, 2013, Toho 

 ［宮崎駿（2013）『風立ちぬ』東宝］ 

Text: Azuma Hiroki, Otaku: Japan’s Database Animals tr. by Jonathan E. Abel and Shion Kono 

(University of Minnesota Press, 2009), Preface to the English Edition and Chapter 1 

 ［東浩紀（2001）『動物化するポストモダン』講談社現代新書］ 

 

[Main Text] 

Japan has always fallen a little short of being a modern country. Miyazaki Hayao’s The Wind Rises 

portrays Japan as Achilles trying to catch up with a turtle, representing “the West.”  To close the 

gap, Honjō copies everything Western. In contrast, Jirō wonders if he can be himself. He creates 

beautiful aircrafts that are not just mere copies of Western inventions. His “Japan’s original” 

fighter planes fuel Japan’s narcissism, and his masterpiece Zero (Mitsubishi A6M / 零式艦上戦

闘機) becomes a nationalist symbol of Japan itself.  

 

 

1 Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Postdoctoral Fellow, Kyoto University 
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Miyazaki’s artistic intervention aims to liberate Jiro’s beautiful airplanes from Japan’s toxic 

nationalism.2 Jiro dreams that the beauty of his works transcends nationalities and language and 

even leads to pacifism and cosmopolitanism. However, his otherwise beautiful dream 

inadvertently reveals Japan’s deep-seated Eurocentrism. Jiro’s imagined global friendship 

apparently includes only the Japanese and the White men.  

 

Neither Eurocentrism or Japan-centrism appear to be a very attractive option. Yet, Japan’s 

discursive space is still shaped by the dichotomy of copy and original.  

 

In 1983, Asada Akira (浅田彰), a young assistant professor at Kyoto University, published his first 

book, Structure and Power 3 , an introduction to contemporary French philosophy called 

postmodernism or French Theory. Although his book primarily discusses notoriously difficult 

French thinkers, it was a huge commercial success, selling more than 150,000 copies. Asada 

became an intellectual popstar and fascinated the Japanese youth. 

 

Asada decided that the modern man, obsessed with his tiny ego, was dead. The new sexy should 

be a postmodern child who will slip away from school, family, and even himself. Asada’s book 

was an invitation to revolt, or rather desert a sinking ship of modernity. Asada’s postmodern kids 

would run away from the modernist rat race and spread out in various directions. Pop and poetic, 

Asada’s writing promised an unlikely future that curious, elusive, immature children would derail 

teleology of modernity and disrupt the global capitalist regime.  

  

Asada’s amateurish critique of modern society formed a loosely defined intellectual trend, Nyū 

Akademizumu (New Academism). It brought in a new group of intellectuals whose seductive prose 

invited the reader to explore the limits of modernity. Asada teamed up with Karatani Kōjin (柄谷

行人),4 whose critique of the modern self in his Origins of Japanese Modern Literature made him 

one the most celebrated theorists of his time. In 1991, the two launched a journal, Critical Space 

(『批評空間』), that became a crucial outlet for postmodernists in Japan.  

 

2 Note that it is Mitsubishi Ka-14 (九試単座戦闘機), not Zero, that is featured in The Wind Rises. 
3 浅田彰（1983）『構造と力』勁草書房 
4 柄谷行人（1980）『日本近代文学の起源』講談社. Origins of Japanese Modern Literature was published in 

1980. The English translation, by Brett de Bary, was published in 1993 by the Duke University Press. In 2004, Karatani 

published a largely revised, definitive edition: 柄谷行人（2004）『定本 柄谷行人集 1：日本近代文学の起源』

岩波書店 
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The backlash was immediate. Critics of the Asada and Karatani movement branded their project 

as yet another attempt to copy fashionable Western theory, a familiar criticism that could be thrown 

at almost any intellectual endeavors in modern Japan. But Asada found the most dangerous 

enemies among his supposed allies, who believed that postmodernism would validate Japan.  

 

Against the backdrop of Japan’s economic success, Asada’s postmodernism was hailed as proof 

that Japan had finally become the turtle ahead of the West. Japan had never been modern, and it 

was a blessing in this new epoch of postmodernity. Asada and Karatani were the intellectual 

Mitsubishi Zeros, who were purely made in Japan but could fly as high as the greatest French 

philosophers.  

 

Asada was increasingly frustrated with Japan’s narcissistic celebration of postmodernism, which, 

to Asada’s eyes, resembled a dangerous Japanese Empire-era ideology that Japan, not being a 

modern Western country, could go “beyond modernity.”  

 

Asada continued to give talks and co-edit Critical Space, but he appeared reluctant to produce a 

serious “work” any longer. Unlike Karatani, who published a definitive edition of his magnum 

opus, Asada’s pieces were scattered across various media, as if he were resisting becoming an 

“original” author who should define and be defined by his works—as if he wished to disappear. 

 

Japan’s economy collapsed in the 90s, and shortly thereafter, Japan’s postmodernist movement lost 

its momentum. It is yet unclear what legacy it left behind, but Asada’s disappearing act calls into 

question the use of “original” works as the basic unit of analysis for intellectual history. More 

importantly, it asks historians how certain ideas and systems of thought could be a collective and 

even national property like “Japanese” philosophy or “French” theory. Desperate to defy the 

Eurocentric historiography of postmodernism, one might be tempted to assert that, in the 1980s, 

French Theory was truly Japanese. To avoid a common pitfall of Japan-centrism, however, one 

also should ask whether Japan’s Asian neighbors and all those branded as not-yet modern could 

lay claim to postmodernism, as the answers to those questions might lead us to a Japanese 

intellectual history that is not centered on either the West or Japan and is finally free of the 

dichotomy of copy and original. 

 

 


